CIRCULATING PUMP
Model No: CHP55

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR USE

SPECIFICATIONS
Max. Working pressure .......................................... 10bar
Max. Fluid Temperature ........................................ see chart below
Max. Head ............................................................. 5.5M (17.5ft)

TROUBLESHOOTING
FAULT
Pump does not start

POSSIBLE CAUSES

REMEDY

No supply voltage

Check electrical
connections and fuses

Incorrect supply voltage

Check data plate and
apply correct voltage

Faulty capacitor

Replace capacitor

Rotor blocked

Select maximum speed
and/or release Rotor
using a screwdriver.
- see Maintenance.

Noise in the system

Air in the system

Bleed the system

Flow rate too high

Select a slower speed

Noise in the Pump

Air in the pump

Bleed the pump

Max. Flow ............................................................... 58 Ltr/min
Max Power
Speed 1 ................................................. 46W
Speed 2 ................................................. 68W
Speed 3 ................................................. 95W
Max. Speed
Speed 1 ................................................. 1080RPM
Speed 2 ................................................. 1396 RPM
Speed 3 ................................................. 1980 RPM
Port External Thread .............................................. 1¼F
Port to Port Dist. ..................................................... 130mm
Weight

............................................................... 2.65kg

Part No:

............................................................... 71000110

When disposing of this product, do not dispose of with general waste. It
must be disposed of according to the laws governing Waste Electrical and
Electronic equipment, at a recognised disposal facility.
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STARTING
With the pump properly connected, DO NOT switch ON until the system has
been bled.
Open any valves in the circuit and ensure the system is full.
Bleed the pump by removing the inspection plug and allow at least one glassfull
of water to drain, before replacing. Avoid starting the pump when it is dry.

Thank you for purchasing this CLARKE Central Heating Circulating Pump.
The pump is designed for the circulation of hot water - see specifications, in a
domestic heating, closed or open tank system. DO NOT use for sanitary water.
Installation must be carried out by qualified personnel only to ensure it conforms
to all safety regulations.
Please read this instruction leaflet thoroughly before installation to ensure it is
installed and maintained correctly.

removing the inspection plug

Once the pump has been bled, select the appropriate speed, switch ON and
observe that is functions correctly. Check for leaks and if any are apparent,
switch OFF and rectify.

Failure to follow the safety precautions and compliance with these instructions
will not only result in potential hazardous conditions, but also invalidate your
warranty.

CLARKE GUARANTEE

MAINTENANCE
It is permitted to add antifreeze to the water in circulation, at a maximum of
30%. To do this, drain the system down completely, then add water with
antifreeze to the header tank and proceed to bleed the system as normal.
If the pump has been stationary for a period of time, during the summer months
etc., it is strongly advised, when starting, to ensure it is working correctly - listen
to ensure the shaft is turning. If it hums or sounds sluggish, switch OFF immediately.
It is possible the shaft has become locked due to gum deposit build up. In this
event remove the inspection plug and turn the shaft using a screwdriver. DO
NOT start the pump when the shaft is difficult to turn, as the motor could burn
out. Continue to turn until the shaft is turning freely.

This CLARKE product is guaranteed against faulty manufacture for a
period of 12 months from the date of purchase. Please keep your
receipt as proof of purchase.
This guarantee is invalid if the product is found to have been abused
or tampered with in any way, or not used for the purpose for which it
was intended.
Faulty goods should be returned to their place of purchase, no
product can be returned to us without prior permission.
This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

NOTE: It will be necessary to close the inlet valve, if fitted, in order to reduce the
amount of water spilled when removing the inspection plug.
No other maintenance is required.
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS
This appliance must be connected to a 230V, 560Hz, 1Ph domestic supply.

•

Ensure the power supply is 230V, 50Hz.

•

Beware that the pump will get very hot. DO NOT attempt any serviceing
or maintenance until it has been switched OFF and allowed to cool for at
least 20 minutes.

•

Beware that hot water will be spilled when the Bleed cap is undone. Always
undo with care (see Maintenance).

•

The pump MUST be earthed.

•

DO NOT install the pump in an areas where water could possibly fall on to
the terminal box.

•

DO NOT mix additives from hydrocarbons with water in circulation.

WARNING.
THIS APPLIANCE MUST BE EARTHED
IMPORTANT: The wires in the mains lead are coloured in accordance with the following
code:
Green & Yellow - Earth
Blue (Black*) - Neutral
Brown (Red*) - Live
* older wiring

INSTALLATION
Installation should be carried out by a qualified person
The pump may be installed either in the delivery line or the return line.
Ensure the motor shaft is perfectly horizontal - see illustrations below.
Additionally, try to ensure the pump is located above maximum boiler level,
and as far as possible from pipe bends, elbows and branch off’s, as this could
cause water turbulence, and hence noise.
A shut off valve should be located at the inlet and outlet ports to avoid having
to drain the system if for any reason the pump needs to be removed, for
maintenance, repair or replacement.

Electrical connections must be carried out by a qualified technician

Ensure the mounting is rigid, without any movement. Do not use flexible pipes.
Connecting unions should be screwed on using PTFE tape to ensure a water
tight connection.

✔

Ideally, locate the pump in a well ventillated area where heat can be dissipated.
Shaft Horizontal

Shaft NOT Horizontal
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